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FICTION 



 

The Relentless Series 
Karen Lynch 

NYT BEST SELLER 
ABOUT THIS BOOK: Sara Grey’s world shattered ten years ago 

when her father was brutally murdered. Now at seventeen, she is still 

haunted by memories of that day and driven by the need to understand 

why it happened. She lives a life full of secrets, and her family and 

friends have no idea of the supernatural world she is immersed in or of 

Sara’s own very powerful gift.  

In her quest for answers about her father’s death, Sara takes risks that 

expose her and her friends to danger and puts herself into the sights of 

a sadistic beast. On the same fateful night, she meets Nikolas, a warrior 

who turns Sara’s world upside down and is determined to protect her 

even if it’s the last thing she wants. 

Sara’s life starts to spin out of control as she is hunted by an obsessed 

beast, learns that her friends have secrets of their own and reels from 

the truth about her own ancestry. Sara has always been fiercely 

independent, but in order to survive now she must open herself to 

others, to reveal her deepest secrets. And she must learn to trust the one 

person capable of breaking down the walls around her.  

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Karen Lynch the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author 

of the Relentless series. 

 

Karen grew up in Newfoundland, Canada – a place rich in 

colorful people and folklore to which she attributes her love of 

the supernatural and her vivid imagination. Though she loves 

supernatural fiction, she has a soft spot for Charlotte Brontë and 

Jane Austin. She is a fan of classic rock, country and classical 

music but her favorite music is the sound of a good 

thunderstorm or a howling blizzard. Two of her favorite past 

times are baking for her friends and spending quality time with 

her two German Shepherds. 
 

 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

North Carolina, USA

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Publication Date:Multiple 

ISBN: 9780615942421 

ASIN: B00HJ9N3JU 

Category: YA Fantasy 

Rights: Foreign, Print & Film Rights 
Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• NYT Bestselling Author 
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Witchery 
Dana Swift 

 

ABOUT THIS BOOK 
Seventeen-year-old Adraa has been groomed to be Belwar’s next 

leader. She studies all nine colors of magic, trains in diplomacy, and 

reluctantly accepts an arranged marriage to the arrogant boy from the 

neighboring land. But Adraa soon finds not all problems can be solved 

from the safety of the palace. When she learns that the Vencrin, a group 

of drug-selling thugs, are destroying her people’s magic she dons a 

mask and takes to the streets to stop them. 

 

Keeping her identity hidden and herself in one piece in the midst of an 

underground fighting ring is hard enough, but once her fiancé Jatin 

returns home, a royal guard shows up, insisting on joining her mission. 

Unaware of Adraa’s true identity, he becomes her partner and newest 

problem. But before they can uncover the Vencrin’s plans, this 

mismatched pair of vigilantes will need to learn who they’re teaming 

up with and, just possibly, falling for.  

 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR  

 
Debut author Dana Swift started making up fantasy worlds when she 

was eleven years old and hasn’t stopped since. She graduated from 

the University of Texas at Austin, where she earned degrees in 

English and Advertising. While in college, Dana competed as a saber 

fencer and learned a thing or two about fighting, parrying and how it 

feels to fall in love with your sparring partner. If you don’t find her 

working at Half Price Books or devouring a good novel, she’s most 

likely reading and critiquing at the DFW Writers’ Workshop. 

 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Texas, USA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Publication Date: 2020 

ISBN: N/A 

ASIN: N/A 

Category: YA Fantasy 

Rights: Television & Film Rights Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• Penguin Random House
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The Ghost And The Wolf 
Shelly X. Leonn 

NBR Spotlight Author 
ABOUT THIS BOOK: Penelope, a student reporter, struggles to find 

her identity after a childhood of tragedy. Desperate to prove herself to 

her peers, she chases a story tip on a secret organization of teenage 

urban explorers called “The Broken.” The group demands she 

completes a test before they let her write the story. While following the 

clues of their twisted scavenger hunt, she encounters Lex, a young 

paranormal investigator with a knack for computer hacking. The pair 

work together to uncover the organization’s darkest secrets. They learn 

there are ten groups of teenagers fighting for a place among the top 

three teams. All members go by code names within the Broken app. 

Their team is called The Pack and includes Wolf Cub, Drips, Nail, 

Skin, and Garnet. 

At first, Lex and Penelope (now Ghost and Lois) try to keep their 

distance from the group. Lex struggles to buy into the group’s 

philosophies, but Penelope quickly becomes enamored. They tag along 

for some of their urban exploration missions, including an abandoned 

farmhouse, a vacant mall, and a haunted truck stop. Despite their best 

efforts, they became entangled in the group’s inner fighting. The 

Broken was first developed by Warren, who goes by Alpha. Alpha, 

Wolf Cub’s older brother, didn’t create the app as a way to gather 

together like-minded teenagers looking for kinship, as everyone has 

long believed. His plans for the group are much more nefarious… and 

deadly. Realizing her mistakes too late, Penelope will have to fight for 

her own life and the lives of her friends as she learns what it means to 

be one of the broken.  

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Michelle has experience with academic writing, journalistic writing, 

and journalistic blog publishing. After she finished my dissertation 

last winter, she immediately began crafting this story in her mind. As 

a teacher at a charter arts school in St. Louis, she's always longed to 

write a story for her students that reflects them in every way. I wanted 

to capture their brilliance, their sarcasm, and their diversity. Her life 

experiences helped her craft this novel, as well. During her past career 

as a journalist, she followed a paranormal investigative group. Much 

like Penelope, she became part of the story, briefly submerging 

herself in the bizarre subculture of ghost hunters. In addition, she 

covered the local history beat when she was a reporter, so she's had 

the chance to explore many “beautiful, broken” places. She's a 

lifetime resident of the St. Louis area. This novel combines elements 

of her background in the city she knows and loves. 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

St. Louis, MO, USA 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Publication Date: 2019 

ISBN: N/A 

ASIN: N/A 

Category: YA 

Mystery/Thriller 

Rights: Film/Television Rights Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• NBR Spotlight Author
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Texting Prince Charming 
 Patty Carothers and Amy Brewer 
ABOUT THIS BOOK (FIRST IN SERIES) 
Shelby Ryan has it all. She is a popular cheerleader with tons of 

friends and a boyfriend that she loves. Along with her parents and a 

twin brother, her life is the cliched idea of perfection. All of that 

changes in a blink of an eye. After a tragic accident, Shelby struggles 

to come to terms with the deaths of her family and the loss of her leg. 

She handles it the best way she knows how, by maintaining the facade 

of being “fine.”  The night before she returns to school, Shelby is 

helped by Trina, her best friend and Sebastian “Bass” Birch, her 

known frenemy, along with a few others from school to move into her 

new house. Before everyone leaves, she receives the first of many 

corny and adorable messages from an anonymous Prince Charming. 

As she develops a digital relationship with him, she realizes that some 

days hearing from Prince Charming is the only thing that bolsters her 

attitude and automatically puts a smile on her face. 

Burgeoning feelings for Sebastian sets Shelby on a hilarious path of 

trying to dismiss the affect her “giant” has on her. A first kiss at a 

Chicago Bulls game to time spent alone during an ice storm proves 

problematic and forces Shelby to realize one undeniable truth: She 

has fallen in love with Sebastian. So much so, that she tries breaking 

things off with Prince Charming and almost succeeds when her house 

is broken into during the middle of the night.  Sebastian swoops in to 

attempt to rescue her that calamity ensues unraveling her new “fine” 

life.  Shelby is forced to honestly confront her grief, loss, and anger 

so that she can live and love again. Can Shelby deal with her pain, and 

allow Sebastian to love her…and the bigger question is: Who is Prince 

Charming? 

ABOUT THE AUTHORS 
Patty Carothers and Amy Brewer are hometown Missouri friends who 

share a passion for reading, writing, and raising children. With six 

teenagers between them, they are steeped in a world of angst and 

drama.  They have focused their teen expertise into writing with an 

authentic teen voice. They currently have two series in progress, a 

teen fiction called Texting Prince Charming and a young adult 

fantasy romance, The Blood Seer. Chocolate, hot tea, and long phone 

calls see these busy moms through writing and taxiing their kids all 

over their respective towns. 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Missouri & Oklahoma, USA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Publication Date: 

May 29, 2018 

ISBN: 978-1623422615 

ASIN: B07CRQPSRB 

Category: YA 

Contemporary 

Romance 

Rights: Foreign, Audio & Film Rights 
Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• Simon & Schuster Distribution
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Witches’ Quarters 
Laura Snider 

ABOUT THIS BOOK 

Witches’ Quarters is about a family of four children who find 

themselves in an alternate world after placing a quarter – a bewitched 

North Dakota commemorative quarter - into a tree-shaped coin bank. 

There they encounter some unfriendly talking bison and have to use 

another quarter to escape. 

They bounce from one territory to the next all the while gathering 

information about this new world. They find it's a world at war – 

animals versus witches – and that they have powers of their own. The 

four children decide to fight with the animals for their independence 

from the witches in exchange for training in green and purple magic. 

Green is the magic of the animals, purple the magic of the witches. 

Green magic allows the animals in this world to give their souls to 

another being upon death. This allows the other being to take the 

deceased animal’s form. Thus, an eagle who gives its soul to a 

mountain lion grants the lion the ability to turn into an eagle. This is 

the root of the war. The witches want the animal’s power in addition to 

their own. 

The two oldest children go out to practice their newfound powers when 

two witches ambush them and Charlotte, the oldest, is captured, while 

Ava, the second eldest, forms a search party to save her sister. Through 

their separation, the two girls learn about the war and the reason why 

each side is fighting, while also learning to understand one another. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Laura M. Barnaby is an Iowa writer who writes both young adult 

fantasy and contemporary fiction novels. She grew up as a member of 

a large, blended family in Topeka, Kansas - she and her twin sister 

are the youngest of seven. She now lives in Des Moines with a 

blended family of her own including her husband, two stepchildren, 

her dog and her cat. Laura graduated from Drake Law School in 2009 

and is a practicing lawyer in Des Moines. While law has been her 

profession, books have been her passion. Laura has always been an 

avid reader and found books to be an excellent escape from the 

stresses of the legal practice. After finding so much joy in the writing 

of others, Laura has started writing novels of her own. When she isn’t 

practicing law, writing, or spending time with her family, Laura runs 

marathons and half marathons. She has placed in several Midwest 

races including the Route 66 Half Marathon, Dam to Dam Half 

Marathon, and the Capital Pursuit 10 miler. She suffered a hip injury 

while running the 2015 IMT Des Moines Half Marathon and hasn’t 

been able to run since. She had surgery for that injury in January of 

2017 and hopes start running again soon. 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Iowa, USA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Publication Date: Fall 2018 

ISBN: 978-1946101792 

ASIN: B07JD8TW23 

Category: YA 

Fantasy 

Rights: Foreign, Audio & Film Rights 
Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• Clear Fork Publishing (Print 

Specialty)
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Dawn of the Reaper 
Paul McGowan 

ABOUT THIS BOOK 

Firestorm, a legendary creature once thought lost to the ages, has 

returned to the land of Evernight. Following centuries of forced exile, 

the dragon plots his revenge against the kingdom that once vanquished 

his kind. After he murders Rowan’s family to safeguard his identity, 

the boy is taken in by the notorious sorcerer, Archibald Scott. Showing 

promise in the ways of magic, the orphan becomes the eccentric 

magician’s apprentice and is tutored in the elusive art of wizardry. 

Attempting to understand his true purpose in life, Rowan soon finds 

himself thrust into a perilous quest to recover a legendary dragon 

slayer. Accompanied by longtime companions and new allies alike, 

they must use all of their wits if they’re to survive the storm brewing 

on the horizon. But evil lurks in the shadows as a secretive assassin 

stalks their every move. Can Rowan unravel the mysterious riddle of 

his past in order to fulfill his destiny? Only time will tell as he races to 

recover the ancient artifact known as the Reaper Sword. Together 

they’re humanity’s only hope of defeating Firestorm and his legions. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Paul was born in Yorkshire, England to Irish parents and currently 

lives in the United States. He is a physician by trade, but his present 

role is as a stay-at-home dad. Growing up, he was fortunate to 

experience many different countries while his father traveled the 

globe for his job. He's visited places including Greece, Cyprus, Italy, 

Egypt, Malaysia, Borneo, and Saudi Arabia. Having the opportunity 

to see so many amazing cultures has only served to nurture his 

imagination and help shape him as a writer. 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Kansas, USA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Publication Date: April 

2018 

ISBN: 978-1680466096 

ASIN: B07BKRT4Q1 

Category: YA 

Fantasy 

Rights: Foreign, Audio & Film Rights 
Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• Fire & Ice YA (publishing 

award winning titles)
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The Runes Series 
Ednah Walters 

USA TODAY BEST SELLER 

ABOUT THIS BOOK 

Seventeen-year-old Raine Copper is trying to cope with her father’s 

disappearance after his plane crashes into the Atlantic Ocean when a 

mysterious young man moves in next door. Torin St. James slowly 

introduces Raine to the magic of runes. 

Raine doesn’t know what Torin is or why she is drawn to him until she 

discovers that her mother once belonged to his world before she fell in 

love with her father. Because of her mother, Raine has the ability to 

see the Norns (destiny deities) and stop them from changing people’s 

fates. She goes against the Norns to save those she loves and 

jeopardizes Torin’s position as a Valkyrie, forcing him to sacrifice 

everything for her. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR (unfortunately Ednah has passed) 
USA Today bestselling author Ednah Walters holds a PhD in 

Chemistry and is a stay-at-home mother of five. She writes about 

flawed heroes and the women who love them. Whether she’s writing 

about Valkyries, pirates, Nephilim, or contemporary millionaires and 

billionaires, love, family, and friendship play crucial roles in all her 

books.  

 

Her award-winning YA Paranormal Romance— Runes Series 

—started with Runes and has a total of 10 books to date.  

Her YA Urban Fantasy series—The Guardian Legacy Series is 

published by Spencer Hill Press (BeaufortBooks). The series focuses 

on the Nephilim, children of the fallen angels. GL Series started with 

Awakened and has a total of 4 books. She is working on the last book 

in the series. 

 

Ednah also writes Contemporary Romance as E.B. Walters. Her 

contemporary works started with The Fitzgerald Family series, which 

has six books, but she now focuses on her USA Today bestselling 

series, Infinitus Billionaires. When not writing, Ednah travels with 

her family. 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Utah, USA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Publication Date: Multiple 

ISBN: 978194305304 

ASIN: B00CP4YKTG 

Category: YA 

Fantasy 

Rights: Foreign, Print & Film Rights 
Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• USA Today Bestselling Author
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Forget Me Not 
Nicole Bea 

 

ABOUT THIS BOOK 
Forget Me Not is a coming of age story about living life on your own 

terms and following your heart in the face of a terminal illness. 

 

After Paisley Watts is diagnosed with terminal cancer, she soon 

realizes that she's going to miss out on the biggest experiences of her 

life—going to prom, getting a tattoo, having her first drink of alcohol 

and she vows to fit as many of those things into one summer as she 

can. 

 

Along with four of her friends, Paisley goes on one last trip before 

she’s too sick to travel in the hopes that many of the things on her 

bucket list will be able to be completed. However, something happens 

that isn't on the agenda: Paisley realizes that she is falling in love with 

her best friend Mitchell, and her time to let him know is quickly 

running out. 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

 
Debut author Nicole Bezanson is a novelist who primarily focuses on 

contemporary teen fiction.  An avid storyteller since childhood, 

Nicole has honed her skills through a variety of different educational 

programs, including sociology, technical writing, paralegal studies, 

and management. 

 

When she isn't busy updating her manuscript portfolio, Nicole can 

usually be found reading, avoiding domestic chores, and pursuing her 

new hobby of learning how to cook. She and her husband share their 

home in Eastern Canada with a collection of disabled cats and a 

lifetime's worth of books. 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Nova Scotia, Canada 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Publication Date: 2020 

ISBN: N/A 

ASIN: N/A 

Category: YA 

Rights: Foreign & Film Rights 
Available  

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• Fire and Ice an imprint of 

Melange
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The Guy He Was 

Supposed To Be 
Larissa Lopes 

ABOUT THIS BOOK

Linda González has just given up her small-town-girl life to spend her 

senior year of high school living with her dad in LA. Or at least that’s 

what she let her family believe. The truth is that she’s in love with a 

17-year-old pop star. Alec Brock is her cyber boyfriend, and Linda has 

finally found a way to close the gap in their long-distance relationship. 

But when she surprises Alec at his concert, she finds out he has no idea 

who she is. 

The impostor insists he has never lied about his feelings for Linda, 

despite refusing to reveal his true identity, and promises she will never 

hear from him again. But in a twist of fate, she gets to know the real 

Alec. Cocky, audacious, and incredibly charming, real Alec acts 

nothing like the guy she fell in love with—although he seems to be the 

only person able to put a smile on her face these days. 

The closer Linda gets to Alec, the more the catfish threatens their safety 

and their relationship. Always one step ahead of the police, he seems 

to be nearer than they expected. Without knowing what he looks like, 

Linda can’t trust anyone anymore. Alec doesn’t plan to back down, and 

Linda still wants to know who this guy is but is it really worth risking 

everything for the truth? Or is she just afraid of having to face the 

impostor she might still be in love with, now that she finally won 

Alec’s heart? 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Larissa Lopes is a Brazilian writer, currently living in France where 

she’s preparing a PhD thesis in Geography. The novel was based on 

personal experiences (#OwnVoice). When she was 15 years old she 

met this musician online, fell in love with him, and surprised him at his 

concert only to find out she’d been living a lie for the past 15 months. 

She had the opportunity of meeting the real guy twice (he was the 

drummer of a popular band in Brazil back in 2005), but they never 

found out who the fake one was. Now, 13 years later, she’s ready to 

tell her story without tears or regrets and create her own denouement 

for a mystery she’s only able to solve in fiction. 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Paris France 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Publication Date: 2020 

ISBN: N/A 

ASIN: N/A 

Category: YA 

Contemporary 

Rights: Foreign & Film Rights 
Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• Audio Boo
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The Gorilla Picked Me! 
Michele McAvoy 

MOONBEAM CHILDREN’S BOOK 

AWARD WINNER 

ABOUT THIS BOOK

Olive felt ordinary. Always last to be picked for teams at recess and 

never a Valentine placed on her desk. Olive blended in. Until one day 

at a daddy-daughter dance, the dancing gorilla picked her from the 

crowd! 

He scooped her up and twirled her around the dance floor. Olive's soul 

sang! THE GORILLA PICKED ME! is a fun, sentimental story that 

reminds little girls that they are all worthy of attention.  No little girl is 

ordinary!    

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
 
Michele McAvoy is an award-winning children's picture book author. 

Her debut picture book MY SUPERHERO GRANDPA received a 

2016 Moonbeam Children's Book Award. Michele grew up in a small 

town in northern New Jersey until she moved to New York City 

where she attended NYU and law school. Michele enjoyed the crazy, 

busy, single life of New York for over 15 years until she got married 

and had her first child. 

 

With a small one-bedroom apartment and a baby that did not sleep, 

Michele moved back to her small hometown. She settled back to her 

roots and traded in the noisy city streets of NY and extra dirty 

martinis at trendy bars for manicured lawns and backyard BBQs. 

When she's not being a lawyer or a mom, Michele writes uplifting, 

whimsical stories to help children understand and respect their 

emotions. You can see more about Michele and her books at 

www.michelemcavoy.com 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

New Jersey, USA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Publication Date: March 

2018 

ISBN: 9781947578074 

9781947578081 

9781947578098 

ASIN: B079ZLC1FR 

Category: 

Children’s Picture 

Book 

Rights: Film/Television Rights 
Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• Moonbeam Award Winning 

Author

http://www.michelemcavoy.com/
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The Noisy Classroom 
Angela Johnson 

(Ingram Imprint) 

ABOUT THIS BOOK

The Noisy Classroom is targeted toward the elementary education 

audience (this includes parents, teachers, and students). 

 

The narrative voice is that of an African American second grade girl. 

The story mostly takes place in a school with select pages revolving 

around her home-life. Dreading leaving second grade, she finds out she 

is being promoted to 'The Noisy Classroom.' It is the class in the school 

with the reputation of being loud, and unruly (the students and the 

teacher). It is the class in the school that never follows the rules and 

always has the door closed. What happens behind the closed doors of 

The Noisy Class? 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Angela is an elementary education teacher by trade. She taught for 

ten years in her hometown of New York City where she received an 

MFA in creative writing from the City College of New York. 

Currently, she's an education content editor and Literacy consultant in 

southern California. 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Long Beach, CA, USA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Publication Date: 2020 

ISBN: N/A 

ASIN: N/A 

Category: Picture 

Book 

Rights: Film/Television Rights 
Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• Graphic Arts Books 
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I Love Me! 
LaRonda Gardner Middlemiss 

ABOUT THIS BOOK

An inspirational picture book about loving yourself just the way 

you are. It encourages movement as the reader identifies 

corresponding attributes they profess to love. 

 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

 

LaRonda Gardner Middlemiss found that motherhood 

immersed her in the fascinating world of picture books as she 

shared in her son's love of story time. Experiencing picture 

books with varying styles, stories and approaches to themes 

inspired her to write stories of her own. With a vision to create 

stories that will entertain, enlighten and empower all children, 

she ultimately aspires to both author and illustrate her work. 

 

LaRonda is a member of the Society of Children's Book Writers 

and Illustrators as well as Storyteller Academy.  Living in her 

home state of North Carolina with her husband and son, she 

participates in a local SCBWI critique group and a regional 

SCBWI illustrators network. She holds a Bachelor of Science 

degree in Industrial Engineering. 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

North Carolina, USA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Publication Date: 2020 

ISBN: N/A 

ASIN: N/A 

Category: Picture 

Book 

Rights: Television & Film Rights 
Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• Beaming Books
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DancingWith Daddy 
Anitra Schulte 

 

(Two Lions - Amazon Imprint) 
ABOUT THIS BOOK 

It's an immersive story that tugs at the heart as it 

illuminates the dreams of a child with special needs. 

Elsa yearns to spend quality time with Daddy. But as a 

non-verbal girl who uses a wheelchair get around, it isn't 

always easy. She can't help but feel a little jealous of her 

sisters, Daphne and Rosalie, who can jump right into the 

fun. When the daddy-daughter dance approaches, Elsa 

seizes every opportunity to show her dad how much she 

loves him. In DANCING WITH DADDY, Elsa 

overcomes doubts, snow and wardrobe woes to make her 

Nutcracker-inspired dream of dancing with Daddy come 

true. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
 
Anitra Rowe Schulte is a picture book writer with more 

than 15 years of professional storytelling experience. 

She covered news for The Kansas City Star and Sun 

Times News Group and wrote speeches and press 

materials for Chicago Public Schools during Arne 

Duncan's CEO tenure. After five years at a Chicago PR 

boutique, she started the communications consultancy 

Strategy.ink. Through her author website, Anitra blogs 

about books and family life. In 2017, she launched the 

Holiday Picture Book Drive to connect Chicago 

children with new books. 

 

Anitra's eldest daughter Elsa (named several years 

before that other Elsa) has the rare chromosome 

disorder Wolf-Hirschhorn Syndrome (WHS). Anitra 

maintains the international WHS website 

wolfhirschhorn.org and facilitates Masterpiece Moms, a 

faith-based program for moms of kids with special 

needs in Chicago's western suburbs. 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Chicago, IL, USA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Publication  Date: 2020 

 

ISBN: N/A 

ASIN: N/A 

Category: Picture 

Book 

Rights: N/A 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• Amazon Imprint 

• Author’s Book Blog 
https://www.anitraroweschulte.com
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Cookie & Milk! 
Michele McAvoy 

ABOUT THIS BOOK

Synopsis: A story of friendship that transcends stereotypes. Cookie 

and Milk shows young readers that it may not be what you have in 

common that sparks a true friendship but how you differ. 

 

Summary: Cookie is a genius, Milk a daredevil.  Cookie loves math 

& science.  Milk loves adventure & adrenaline.  What could two little 

girls who are nothing alike possibly have in common?  Follow this 

dynamic duo through skateboard stunts and tubular-tastic surfs to 

discover what lies beneath true friendship.  You may be surprised at 

what you find.   

 

TOPICS FROM THE BOOK: STEM, Friendship, Diversity, Family, 

Courage, Gender Roles, Adventure  

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR / ILLUSTRATOR 

 
Author Biography 

Michele McAvoy is an award-winning children’s book author from 

New Jersey. As a child, she read Judy Blume and drew Garfield 

comics. For her 10th birthday, she asked for a pink typewriter. 

Michele always loved the smell of new books. Now all grown-up 

(typewriters near obsolete) she loves bringing joy to children through 

her own stories.  

 

Illustrator Biography: Jessica Gibson is a self-taught professional 

illustrator based in Michigan who has been illustrating for children’s 

publishing since 2016. Besides picture books, her artwork has been 

featured in publications such as "American Girl Magazine."  

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

New Jersey, USA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Publication Date: 2019 

ISBN: N/A 

ASIN: N/A 

Category: Picture 

Book 

Rights: Television & Film Rights 
Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• Cardinal Rule Press
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What a Prickly Pear 
Tina Mowrey 

 

ABOUT THIS BOOK
Roxy and Stumpy, two clever raccoons, are known for their 

dumpster diving abilities. Most mornings, their bellies are full 

and sleep comes easy. Until one day, they aren’t so lucky. Tired 

and hungry, Roxy and Stumpy meet a handful of unique animal 

friends who eat prickly pear cactus. Yes, that’s right - 

CACTUS! Join the raccoons as they decide whether or not this 

spiny food is worth the trouble.  

 

 

 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

 

Tina's interest in children’s literature comes from her 

professional experience as a teacher, and her first and most 

important job as a mother. Adopting a child through the foster 

care system in the U.S.A. is a journey, and through the process, 

she and her wife were blessed with a beautiful daughter. 

In addition to being a teacher, she's a singer/songwriter,  a 

member of SCBWI - Austin, and an enthusiastic supporter of 

We Need Diverse Books. She's also a #DVpit success. 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

North Carolina, USA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Publication Date: 2020 

ISBN: N/A 

ASIN: N/A 

Category: Picture 

Book 

Rights: Television & Film Rights 
Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• Clear Fork  Publishing
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Both Darkness and Light 
Michelle Thorne  

 

ABOUT THIS BOOK
Emlyn is a twenty-year-old former heroin addict, who has a 

well-earned, compulsory aversion to touch after being a victim 

of human trafficking in childhood. She would be content to live 

out her life pain-free and alone if it were not for the handsome 

Kyle Carter, who is blind and respectful of her no-touch rule. 

When he realizes that Emlyn never got to be a kid, he begins to 

recreate childhood experiences for her in hopes of helping her 

heal and wooing her.  

 

Kyle is irresistible, but Emlyn’s past is troubled. She worries 

about Kyle getting hurt, and she just can’t bring herself to let 

him touch her. He worries that Emlyn will never let him touch 

her and he’s not sure what else he can do to prove he is the one 

for her. As both fight feelings of inadequacy, they are driven 

apart and it’s in that darkness that Emlyn discovers that Kyle 

already took care of her heart, she can trust him with her body 

as well. 

 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

 
Michelle Thorne is a believer in the power of vulnerability and the 

beauty of brokenness. She has written four non-fiction books about 

various topics in adoption and has been published by Bethany 

Lifelines and Relevant.com. She laughs loud, loves the Oklahoma 

Sooners, and lives with her husband and their two children in 

Qingdao, China. 
 

AUTHOR LOCATION 
Qingdao, China 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Publication Date: 2020 

ISBN: N/A 

ASIN: N/A 

Category: New adult 

Contemporary Romance 

Rights: Foreign & Film Rights Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• Touch Point Press
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The Affliction 
Wendy Marsh 

ABOUT THIS BOOK 

Twenty-one-year-old Aubrie Lander continues to convince herself 

she is an ordinary college student, pretending the strange things she 

sees are merely tricks in her mind and hiding her abnormal physical 

abilities. When an intruder kidnaps her best and only friend, Aubrie 

then finds herself repeatedly encountering Gabriel, a scarred but 

enticing stranger who saves her life and unintentionally leads her 

into his mystical world. As the truth of her destiny unfurls, she 

realizes that there is a place that she can finally find freedom. 

When Gabriel realizes what she is, Aubrie finally accepts that her 

unusual abilities are talents belonging to those born into the secret 

society, The Mystic. Created to defeat the demon-like creatures 

dubbed Davos, The Mystic’s members possess a range of 

supernatural skills, which Aubrie must master to fulfill her purpose. 

Complications from her troubled past intertwine with her new 

journey, and she struggles to accept real love.  

Aubrie, a relatable yet kick-ass, pistol-wielding heroin, must fight to 

prove her worth as a member of The Mystic, learn how to fulfill her 

purpose in defeating the shape-shifting Davos and more importantly, 

the Dark Shadow rebels, including her estranged father. She 

wonders if she can ever relinquish her pride and show enough 

vulnerability to save the one relationship she simultaneously loves 

and rejects. She must journey to the Society’s capital outside 

London to learn her fate and face an unexpected onslaught from the 

other side, not knowing who will make it out alive. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Wendy Marsh grew up in rural Pennsylvania, where she spent a 

substantial amount of time as a child knee deep in pond water 

catching tadpoles and salamanders. She also developed a passion 

for reading and creative writing, which evolved into a love of 

writing paranormal romance novels. She loves reading books that 

keep her awake into the early morning and creating stories that do 

the same. She has her Doctorate of Physical Therapy and works with 

children with special needs and developmental delays. She currently 

lives with her fiancé and two fur kids, Bandit the tabby cat and Kara 

the hound dog. In Wendy’s spare time she enjoys riding her horses, 

hunting, and anything else that gets her outdoors. Whether she is 

making silly faces to entertain a child learning to walk or writing 

about two characters falling in love, she lets her imagination direct 

her passion. 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Pennsylvania, USA 
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Rights: Foreign, Audio & Film Rights 
Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

Simon and Schuster 
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The Window 

Kellista Keaton 

 

ABOUT THIS BOOK 

Olivia has it all when you look from afar. Inside her ideal 

house and marriage are well-kept secrets of abuse and 

depression. She thinks there is no way out until she begins 

having dreams about a life that isn’t her own. In her dreams, 

she is happy, married to another man with the family she’s 

always wanted. The dreams become her escape but could 

they be something more? 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
 

Kellista Keaton has been writing fiction since she was nine 

years old. She prides herself on having taken creative 

writing classes across the nation. She holds a BA in film 

studies from UNC-Wilmington and an elementary teaching 

license. She resides in Kansas with her husband and two 

children. Her secret is that she was lucky enough to work 

on the set of Dawson's Creek. 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Kansas, USA 
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ASIN: N/A 
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Rights: Foreign & Film/Television 
Rights Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• Audio Book 
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Blood Awakening 
Miranda Nichols 

JANUARY 2018 

ABOUT THIS BOOK (FIRST IN SERIES) 
A war has been brewing in the shadows. 

 

Kaelyn Hamblin never felt particularly extraordinary, 

growing up in a strong Irish household in the heart of Boston 

for most of her young life. Her humdrum routine remained 

markedly unchanged for longer than she cared to remember; 

until that day. The day when a beautiful stranger drifted into 

her hole-in-the-wall bookshop and changed her life forever. 

 

Tyrian knew from the moment he locked eyes on her that she 

was the one. His one. The singular being within all of time 

and space that was made for him and him alone. His world 

was not one of niceties and pretty things; bringing her into it 

would be dangerous. But he would protect her. He had to. 

After all, it was foretold. 

 

Worlds collide, marking the beginning of the end to an age 

long battle warring between the forces of darkness and light 

in the universe. The fate of all rests on the shoulders of a lone 

druid and her band of human hunters to quell the rising tide 

of evil threatening to overtake everything and plunge the 

connected realms into eternal darkness. 

 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

 
Miranda Nichols enjoys her too short-lived moments in 

Boston visiting family. That’s why her stories tend to travel 

there. She’s had years of professional experience perfecting 

detail-oriented work, and it shows in her writing. A current 

student working towards her MFA, she’s following her 

lifetime calling. She's a loyal friend who's not afraid to tell it 

like it is. Like the smell of fresh popcorn, her fantasy 

romances tempt you and keep you coming back for more. 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Missouri, USA 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Publication Date: 1/29/2018 

ISBN: 9781682992661 

ASIN: B077MDV1LN 
 

Category: Fantasy Romance 

Fiction  

Rights: Foreign, Audio & Film Rights 

Available  

 

 
SALES AND MARKETING 

• Simon & Schuster 

Distribution 

• Redcoat PR to promote 
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Good Will 
Tiffany Killoren 

 

ABOUT THIS BOOK

There's no road map for what to do when your husband dies – when 

he jumps off a bridge to escape mistakes that he made, or even 

welcomed, into your lives. Lily didn't have to consult a map for this 

particular part of her journey; she knew the way back to the small 

town that she never thought she'd see again. With a precocious seven-

year-old who reminded her too much of his father tucked safely in the 

back seat, Lily left New York with everything she owned in a U-Haul, 

memories that came in waves like fields along the highway, and an 

envelope that she was afraid to open. 

 

As Lily sits in the thrift store parking lot and sifts through a box of 

things that she needs to let go, three other women struggle to hold on. 

Mallory a widowed mom in her twenties, Celeste a divorce’ 

struggling with the guilt of checkered past and Beth taking care of 

incapacitated husband after a honeymoon disaster. In this box of thrift 

store donations are the things that will eventually bind them together 

– a Chanel suit, a Burberry tie, a suit that one man loved, and another 

man needs – items from Lily's past that will connect four women in 

unexpected ways and give them all the strength they need to move on. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

A published author, Tiffany Killoren is an attorney, co-founder of The 

Real KC, former Editor-in-Chief of a lifestyle magazine, and 

freelance writer. Her articles about film directors, celebrity 

bodyguards, artists, and national musical performers have been 

featured in multiple magazines, as well as her work focusing on 

community programs and area entrepreneurs. As Editor of The Real 

KC, a website devoted to building community and giving a voice to 

issues on women's minds, Tiffany has developed a loyal following 

and regularly appears on morning talk shows and has been a featured 

author in area publications. Tiffany lives in a Kansas City suburb with 

her husband and two young sons. 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Missouri, USA 
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Keeping Score 
Shannon Stults 

ABOUT THIS BOOK

Most of her life, Logan Kase has reveled in being Willow Creek's 

infamous wild child. Until one detrimental decision proved it was 

time for a change. Years later, Logan is back in her small hometown 

and ready to show everyone (especially herself) that she's not that 

same girl anymore. But that new life she's so carefully constructed 

starts to tear apart the second she runs into Cole Tucker. 

Logan thought she'd put her childhood rival and their adolescent 

games behind her, but it takes her only one night to get caught in his 

crosshairs again. Soon she's coerced into one final game, a series of 

hilariously immature challenges that has the whole town keeping 

score. A game that, should she lose, could destroy everything she's 

built her new life around and will force Logan to choose between 

becoming the woman she’s fought so hard to be and accepting the girl 

she’s always been. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

 

A small-town Georgia girl, Shannon finds no greater joy than 

stepping into the lives & worlds created by the written word. 

Despite a severe aversion to reading as a child, Shannon has 

since found a passion for literature that she’s nurtured with 

incessant reading & a Bachelor’s degree in English. It is this 

passion that allows her to bring her own imagination to life. 

Living in Athens, Ga with her sister and their four-legged furry 

friends, she is almost always in the middle of a book. 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Georgia, USA 
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Rights: Foreign & Film Rights 
Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• Tule Publishing
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Christmas Catch 
Mary Shotwell 

ABOUT THIS BOOK

Can an unlikely romance return the magic of Christmas to an entire 

town? 

All podcaster “Cheery Charlee” Ridgeway wants for Christmas is to 

land her one-millionth follower. But first, she needs a really good 

story. Amid hundreds of submissions, one stands out: a plea from 

Cape Sunset, a small fishing village that hasn’t celebrated Christmas 

since Jack Fortner lost his fiancée four years ago. 

It’s the perfect pitch, but who knew Jack would be such a downright 

Grinch—or so heart-stoppingly handsome? 

Jack's comfortable crab-fisherman routine is shaken when Charlee 

blows into town with bells on. It's not long before the pretty podcaster 

is breathing new life into Cape Sunset, captivating everyone—

including Jack, who's feeling things for Charlee he once thought he'd 

never feel again. Not that he shows it.  

Despite Jack bah-humbugging her every move, the show must go on. 

But the closer Charlee gets to Jack, the more growing her audience is 

the furthest thing from her mind. Thankfully, Jack has a few surprises 

waiting under the tree…including a love that will last a lifetime.  

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

 
As an avid reader, Mary Shotwell always fantasized about writing a 

book. Throughout her childhood in northeast Ohio, she wrote poems 

and short stories as a hobby but ignored the call of writing to pursue 

a career in science. After studying dolphin behavior and great white 

shark populations, she earned her Ph.D. in Biostatistics. During the 

arduous dissertation process, she had the idea to write a book. 

Creative writing served as a natural escape from technical writing, 

wedding planning, pregnancy, and job hunting. Mary loves 

incorporating her science and nature background into her fiction. 

When adulting, she’s a wife to husband Matt and mother to three 

dragons, sometimes referred to as children when nothing is on fire. 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Tennessee, USA 
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Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 

• Carina
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Captain of My Heart 
Karla Kratovil 

 

ABOUT THIS BOOK
The Gentleman Spy… 

As a favor for the pirate who once saved his life, jaded sea captain 

Jack Aston agrees to ferry the man’s outspoken daughter from Nassau 

to England. While her spirit and daring captivate him; he must keep 

the petite spitfire at arm’s length or risk her becoming embroiled in 

his latest mission for the crown.  

The Pirate’s Daughter… 

Vivian Jamieson is not happy being shipped off to England to visit 

her aunts -- even if it is to protect her from her father’s enemies. She 

may be a fish out of water in the London ballrooms but she’s a 

natural at espionage. Together she and Jack track down a traitor and 

battle a murderous pirate. As Vivian unravels Jack’s secrets one by 

one she is determined to convince this reluctant hero to let go of his 

past and realize he is already the captain of her heart. 

Sometimes the path to redemption and love can be found on the 

journey home.  

 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

 
From the time she read fairytales as a child, Karla was hooked on 

stories that ended in Happily Ever After. She was fourteen when she 

read her first Harlequin Romance and discovered there was a whole 

genre that celebrated the HEA. Karla writes sexy historical romance 

with strong spirited heroines and flawed heroes with hearts of gold.  

When she is not reading or writing, she is cheering on, applauding, or 

chauffeuring around her two talented kids. Karla loves to drink wine 

with friends, movie nights with the family, and in the spring and 

summer you can find her gardening or just lying in her hammock.  
 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Virginia, USA 
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Rights: Film/Television Rights Available 

 

SALES AND MARKETING 
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Retribution 
Wendy Million 

 

ABOUT THIS BOOK
This page turner will keep you on the edge of your seat. Filled with 

twists and unexpected surprises, Retribution will immerse you in the 

mafia underworld and keep you guessing until the end. 

 

Undercover with the FBI, Kimi Henhawks is no stranger to life-

threatening situations. When her newest assignment leads to the 

Donaghey brothers, one of Boston's biggest crime families, Kimi is 

confident she can handle the pressure. 

 

As Kimi becomes embroiled in the lives of Finn and Lorcan, she 

realizes that she might not be able to separate her job as Kim from the 

heart of Kimi quite so easily this time. Lorcan’s Irish charm and sexy 

brogue just may be the death of her.  

 

On the cusp of a mob war, Kimi must decide who to believe and who 

to save. 

 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

 
Wendy Million is a wife, mother, and teacher who resides in Ontario, 

Canada. She writes contemporary romance and YA stories. A 

passionate reader from an early age, she is rarely without a book in 

her hand. Stories that tug at the heartstrings and focus on topical 

issues are ones she enjoys reading and writing 

 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 

Ontario, Canada 
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Film Rights Available 
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• Champagne Books
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Viral Dreams 
John Saenger 

ABOUT THIS BOOK

 

It is early summer, and Max Tyler and his nine-year-old daughter 

Megan are on a weekend camping trip, hiking in the forest near 

Crystal Lake. The wispy scent of pine wafts gently in the breeze as 

they lazily wander far from the hiking path...and straight into a 

nightmare. 

Megan is a fair distance away from Max, gathering a posy of 

wildflowers when a man abducts her. In the ensuing minutes, Max 

fights with his daughter’s abductors before racing Megan, 

unconscious, to the hospital. 

The mystery of the attempted abduction intensifies as Megan is later 

rushed from their home in southern California to a hospital because 

of an escalating, uncontrollable fever, and it is there they meet Dr. 

Beth Collins, infectious disease specialist, who takes care of Megan 

and becomes deeply embroiled with them as the mystery proliferates 

into a kaleidoscopic maelstrom. 

Max and Beth rush headlong into the accelerating vortex to save 

Megan and discover that the brilliant but malevolent head of a biotech 

firm, Viralvector, Inc., and his team kidnapped and have been 

experimenting on Megan and several other children. And part of the 

experimental plan is to incorporate the results of a human cloning 

attempt that involves Megan, but unbeknownst to the experimenters, 

proffers a startling, unanticipated sensory development. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

 

John has worked in the medical field of Oncology 

Therapeutics for several years, and is currently an Immuno-

Oncology Team Lead in US Oncology Medical Affairs for a 

major pharmaceutical company located in North Wales, 

Pennsylvania. Writing is a major passion of his life. 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 
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Excelsior Journeys Series 
George Sirois 

 

ABOUT THIS BOOK
Put down the pen.  
Pick up the sword. 

Unleash the hero within.  

 

Excelsior is the story of Matthew Peters, a young man who has spent the 

past seven years writing and drawing a webcomic about a character 

named Excelsior, savior of planet Denab IV. 

 

As the comic increases in readers, Matthew is ready to enjoy his growing 

success, but an older woman informs him she is from planet Denab IV 

and all of the stories in his comic are Excelsior's memories.  

 

Now, with enemies growing in strength on two different planets, 

Matthew must find the strength within to realize his true destiny and 

become his greatest creation.    

 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
George Sirois has yearned to be a storyteller all his life, no matter the 

medium. That drive first led him to drawing his own characters while 

in grade school, and then - when his skills never advanced beyond the 

most primitive sketches - writing about them in various short stories 

and screenplays before moving on to novels such as “Excelsior,” 

“Ever Upward: Part Two in The Excelsior Journey,” and the five-part 

serial “From Parts Unknown.” He is a regular contributor to the 

“Write Pack Radio” podcast, and is the host & producer of the 

“Excelsior Journeys” podcast. He served as President of the Missouri 

Writers Guild in May 2017. 

 

 

 

AUTHOR LOCATION 
Missouri, USA 
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Children’s 
Picture, Chapter, MG, and YA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ELSA AT BAT by Anitra Schulte – Children’s Book 

 

First baseball games are always memorable. But 

for a little girl who often sits on the sidelines, 

getting in the action is an unparalleled thrill. 

ELSA AT BAT fills a void in children's 

publishing, putting a non-ambulatory, non-verbal 

child at the center of her own adventure. 

 

Elsa's heart pounds as she nears the baseball 

diamond for her very first game. The bumpy field 

rocks her wheelchair. Butterflies twirl in her 

tummy. But with her cousin Leighton there to 

guide her, Elsa overcomes her nerves and 

experiences the joy of rounding the bases and 

sliding home. ELSA AT BAT shows that getting 

in the game and being part of a team is a 

universal joy, no matter one's abilities.  
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LOVE ART by Jill Donaldson – Picture Book 

 
Mia and Daddy love art time, 

cutting…painting…gluing and more…more…more! 

But when Daddy comes home from war, he does not 

feel like doing art. That's when Mia turns art time into 

love...love....love. Can her LOVE ART help him heal? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MY FAMILY TREE HAS ROOTS by Tina Lowrey – Diverse Picture Book 

 
 

 

Jasmyn loves her family, but her class family tree 

project has her feeling uneasy. She wonders where 

she will place her birth parents and her two moms? 

Jasmyn must look at a tree in a different way in order 

to create her perfectly unique family tree. 
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LILLY & BUTTONS By Meredith Fraser – 

Picture Book 

 

Lily is a buffalo calf who wants a friend. After 

getting lost from her herd, she finds herself in a 

barn where she meets a longhorn calf named 

Buttons. Together they have wonderful 

adventures until it is time to grow up and go back 

to their separate herds. It is then, that their 

courage shows everyone the true meaning of 

friendship. 

 

Fans of NUGGET & FANG by Tammi Sauer 

will enjoy this book about a unique friendship. 

Lily and Buttons still roam the pastures with the 

longhorns even today. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PLAYDATES By Doris Imahiyerobo – Picture Book 
 

 

As new families move into your neighborhood 

and new faces appear in our children’s 

classrooms, PLAY DATES addresses diverse 

family structures in a fun, friendly and 

empathetic way. PLAY DATES is a valuable 

concept story listing different family structures 

kids observe. Different family dynamics make 

for fun play dates. Our protagonist's journey 

reminds us of the most important commonality 

that unites us all is love. 

 

Families may look different – they are really all 

the same. 
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STINKY FEET! by H.D. Torres – Picture 

Book 

 

Have you ever smelled the feet of a very young 

child? If so, you know the delight that toddlers 

and preschoolers get from watching their 

parents or caregivers wave their hands in front 

of their noses while making faces and 

exclaiming how bad the child’s feet smell. That 

very game is what inspired the book, STINKY 

FEET! 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOW TO KEEP A RHINO By Jennifer Myers – Picture Book 
 

Catching a crash of rhinos can be tricky. This 

interactive picture book will have young 

readers shaking, tickling, spinning, rocking, 

and stomping their way around the African 

Savanna as they corral a pack of super 

elusive, long-horned rhinos. Simple and 

sweet, imaginative and inventive- this book is 

sure to get its readers following directions as 

they engage in one-on-one play with each 

flick of the page. Parents are encouraged to 

join in on the fun too, to see if everyone can 

catch the pack of wacky mammals before they 

all run away! 
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DEREK HYDE KNOWS SPOOKY WHEN HE 

SEES IT by Michael Lunsford – Middle Grade 

This tongue-in-cheek ghost story works as a stand-alone 

with series potential. Twelve-year-old Derek Hyde isn’t 

tingling with undiluted joy that the spookiest old mansion 

in town is about to become the Hyde Funeral Home & 

Used Coffin Outlet. Especially since he has to live there 

with his mortician parents, Jack and Formalda. 

Of course, being driven in the family hearse to his first 

day at middle school doesn’t exactly add whipped cream 

to his broccoli. 

An evil classmate named Nussbaum attacks him in the 

cafeteria with a plate of beef stroganoff. Seems this kid 

used to love living in the old mansion himself but got 

yanked out after accidentally blowing up his own mom 

and dad. With his chemistry set. Now his dead parents are 

stuck as ghosts, and Nussbaum is a foster kid stuck on 

revenge, vowing to get even with Derek’s family for 

taking over his haunted home. 

Derek desperately craves a nice place to live, but a couple of minor details stand in his way—

just some blood-curdling apparitions that scare the pants off him and a classmate bent on landing 

him in his parents’ embalming room. As a client. 

 

 

 

SUPER DUPER UBER BUSY FAIRY-GOD-MOTHER By Suha AL Khalifa and 

Richard Bellamy- Chapter Book 

 
Super Duper Uber Busy Fairy Godmother tells the story 

of two children, a brother and sister on a council estate 

who with a wish conjure the aid of a Fairy Godmother. 

Yet in the hustle bustle of the modern world even fairy 

godmothers are worked off their feet. They will get 

around to it, but you must understand, they are very busy. 

So, when their Fairy Godmother fails to make good on her 

promise to make their mother happy again, the children 

and their friends on the council estate are motivated to 

take matters into their own hands.  

 

Focusing on themes of community, imagination as 

salvation, self-reliance and friendship, Super Duper is a 

charming modern age fairy tale, with a twist. The children 

involved have forgone their childhood innocence and the 

joy of play and imagination that go with it. Instead, their 

days are spent looking after one another in the family unit, 

they have been forced to grow up too fast by the demands 

upon them. An innocent and selfless wish sets in motion a 

visitation by the fairy godmother that offers them the 

promise of something better for their family, and that 

promise alone is enough to spark the children towards 

striving wholeheartedly for something better for 

themselves and those they love as family. 
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LEGEND KEEPERS by Bruce Smith – Middle 

Grade Book 

 
A 45,000-word fantasy that transports readers to a 

soaring land of rock, snow, and sky at the roof of the 

world. The story features a gutsy heroine whose high-

stakes, humor-laced adventure is propelled by a legend 

of contemporary relevance in kids’ lives. 

 Buddy’s mother vanishes during the night. With odds 

stacked against her survival alone on a ledge, she 

strikes out to find her mother or others like herself. A 

magical messenger raven aids her search but also 

reveals her destiny. 

She must choose whether to answer the call of an 

ancient legend that warns of the Great Warming (the 

novel’s climate change subtext) to save a band of goats 

whose lives are in peril. Buddy’s quest to find a more 

hospitable home for her band of goats propels her on a 

perilous journey through dark forests inhabited by 

bears and yellow clankers to distant Shining Mountain 

where no mountain goat has ever gone. Along the way, 

various animals befriend and help her, including 

Maurice, a daffy marmot, TS, a paranoid vole, Who 

dare, an intrepid pygmy owl, and Oreo, the nanny goat who adopts her.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE CURSE OF THE SHADOW PEOPLE by 

Tyler Miller – Middle Grade 
 

When thirteen-year-old Sam Hill receives a 

battered typewriter once owned by renowned horror writer 

Mark Stevens for his birthday, he flips. Stevens is Sam’s 

hero. Now Sam can pen his own tales on the very machine 

used by his idol. Except Sam soon discovers he doesn’t 

need to sit and pound at the keys at all. Every night, the 

typewriter pulls ideas straight from Sam’s dreams and turns 

them into stories. Horrifying stories. And what’s really 

freaky is that they’re all coming true.  
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HAND IN HAND by Katie Proctor - Middle 

Grade Literary 

 
Hand in Hand is a middle grade novel that explores 

racism in South Carolina in 1945. Lilly Wagner, the 

twelve-year-old white daughter of a grocery store 

owner, wants nothing more than to have a fun summer. 

Her hopes are dashed when her father’s store is 

vandalized and her best friend Beau says they cannot be 

friends. Hazel Jackson, also twelve, is the 

granddaughter of Lilly’s family’s colored help. She 

wants nothing more than to learn as much as she can so 

she can grow up to do something important. Lilly and 

Hazel meet for the first time at the beginning of the 

summer, as Lilly is beginning to understand the full 

effects of Jim Crow laws. 

 

According to societal norms, Lilly and Hazel 

should not become friends, but they are connected by a 

fierce love of reading, a longing for friendship, and the 

loss of innocence as they experience the realities of 

segregation in their small southern town. Together, they 

read through classic literature, watch what happens to 

friends and family members when the town’s norms are challenged, and peel away layers of 

vulnerability with each other. They bond through a mutual desire for justice and a better world, until 

they are confronted by a racist neighbor and Lilly, frightened, tells him that Hazel is “just the help.” 

Can their friendship survive Lilly’s betrayal or will she lose Hazel forever? 

 

 

 

 

THE FUNNY KID by MARK WAXMAN – Middle Grade 
Filled with hundreds of kid friendly jokes, The Funny Kid 

is a Middle Grade comedy treating today’s childhood 

obesity epidemic with a serious, yet non-preachy message 

about the importance of nutrition, exercise, and self-

acceptance. 

 
“I’m so fat that even a picture of me at home falls off the 

wall!” Woefully overweight and heartbreakingly self-

deprecating, twelve-year-old Toby Baxter is an aspiring 

comedian. His life’s dream is to perform a stand-up 

routine on The Tonight Show. But Toby suffers from – 

what he calls – Samson Syndrome. He fears that if he loses 

his “Incredible Bulk,” he’ll lose his only strength: the 

ability to make people laugh. However, Violet, the new 

girl at school gives Toby a fresh perspective, tons of 

encouragement… and his first kiss.   
 
Can Toby learn that fat doesn’t equal funny and that 

people will like him for who he is, not for the hilarious 

jokes that he tells? 
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BOBBY ROBOT by Michael Hilton - YA Sci-Fi 

 

Bobby is the only human living on a robot inhabited 

planet, and it's up to him to prove to the bots that the 

human race is worth restarting.  Complete at 76,000 

words, this story works as a stand-alone with series 

potential. 

Sixteen-year-old Bobby is the only human living on a 

robot inhabited planet. It's up to him to prove to the bots 

that the human race is worth restarting. If he can't, they'll 

turn him into a robot, stripping him of his humanity and 

wiping out the last chance for his species' survival. As 

Bobby continues to fail to live up to their standards of 

perfection, he starts to question if the human race is even 

worth reviving. But when a girl crash lands on his planet, 

she makes him question everything the bots have told 

him, including what it means to be human. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
ASHES OF ONYX by Seth Skorkowski  -  YA fantasy 

 
 
A 115,000-word New Weird fantasy. Kate Rossdale was 

once the most promising sorceress to rise in Onyx 

Tower, Baltimore's greatest coven. Then a murderous 

betrayal left her stripped of her magic, friendless, and on 

the downward spiral of drug addiction. 

 

But all of that changes when she's hired by a man she 

doesn't trust. The payment: Restoration of her magical 

powers. The job: Murder. As enemies close from all 

sides, Kate races across the globe and across worlds, 

venturing into exotic realms of forbidden dreams as she 

hunts for the magic-thief who robbed her of everything. 
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NAMELESS By Ryan Freeman - YA Fantasy 

This exhilarating read will have you yearning to jump 

ahead to learn what happens, but once you get an 

inkling of the world Ryan has created, you’ll find 

yourself fully enveloped into those pages. Complete at 

87,000 words, this engrossing story works as a stand-

alone with series potential. 

After a nameless scullery maid miraculously defeats a 

dragon by commanding him by his True Name, her 

village sends her away to Moen Mage School out of 

fear from the raw magical power she possesses. 

Along the way, she’ll dodge the murderous Order of 

Oblivion, who are bent on ripping the meaning out of 

people and invading her Realm from their own chaotic 

land of Oblivion. 

Nameless desperately wants to discover who she is and 

why she matters, in a world which has dismissed her 

all her life. During her journey, Nameless continues 

learning how her ability can tip the balance of power 

on the highest order. 

The nameless girl, together with elemental dragons, 

piratic merchants, and mer-women, become pitted 

against the Order of Oblivion’s on-going apocalyptic 

invasion. 

Her story is as much about finding meaning as it is 

about the drive behind why people crave to understand themselves. 

 

 

 

 

THE SUMMER OF MAGGIE HELGENDORF-ORTIZ by Rachel Hruza – Young 

Adult Contemporary 
Georgia Vine isn’t looking forward to growing up. She’s 

not ready for the inevitable changes the future will bring, 

and she’s still trying to decide who she is now, let alone 

who she might become. With her birthday fast 

approaching, Georgia is preparing to spend another 

summer bored, lost, and lonely in her small Midwestern 

town – until Maggie Helgendorf-Ortiz and her family 

move into the reportedly haunted house up the street. 

Over long, lazy summer days, Georgia and Maggie share 

the challenges of first love, face the ghosts of the past, and 

confront the uncertainties of the future. But when Georgia 

realizes her mother has made a connection of her own – 

with Maggie’s father – and that the Helgendorfs have been 

hiding a tragic family secret, she fears it might mean the 

end of the friendship both she and Maggie have come to 

depend on. 
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REPLACED PARTS By Stephanie Hansen – YA 

Sci-Fi Book 
 

In the year 2163, World Government has taken over which 

is a good thing as we had been destroying the universe. 

Unfortunately, all good things do come to an end. Sixteen-

year-old, Sierra, is oblivious to this fact until she attempts 

to rescue her dad. Her world has been upside down since 

his disappearance. When she covertly discovers his 

location her best friend, Yesha, is there to help her break 

into the social security facial and print recognition system. 

 

They're able to disguise themselves as doctors to enter the 

facility on another planet where they meet fascinating and 

goodhearted beings. But, the facility is full of corruption, a 

secret that's held her dad captive for years and the only 

way to beat the corruption is to take on the World 

Government. Sierra's new friends want to begin a 

revolution, but she's afraid of the collateral damage. 

Luckily she's found bargaining power with the facility 

leader, Cromwell, but he's not going to share what the 

price of peace is until it's too late. 

 

 

 

ETA By Ibrahim Ashmawey – YA Sci-Fi Book 

Logan Gruver doesn’t mean to commit the first murder in history—it was an accident, he swears. But 

now, he has introduced violence millennia early, escalating humanity’s destruction, and is about to go 

on trial for the first time-travel murder ever. 

 

All Logan wants is to find purpose in his life, stuck in a 

house with abusive parents who are always comparing 

him to his deceased sister, and trapped in a stalemate 

banking job where he feels invisible. So when he wins a 

shot at traveling five million years into the past as a 

volunteer guard, Logan jumps on the opportunity. His 

newfound freedom is a breath of fresh air. He even finds 

love with a charming traveling journalist, Giselle. 

Unlike anyone he’s ever met, she challenges him to 

learn more about himself, and the two grow closer as 

they journey into the past. 

Then the curious duo discovers the organization they 

traveled with is keeping a massive secret: humanity will 

mysteriously go extinct in the future, and no one knows 

why. These vacation getaways to the past are actually an 

attempt to restart humanity, five million years prior. The 

bigger problem: the attempt isn’t going to work. 

While trying to save both past and present, Logan makes 

a grave error that ends in a murder that was never 

supposed to happen. Now the entire timeline is on the 

brink of destruction, and Logan may have to make the 

ultimate sacrifice to save mankind. 
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BATTLE OF ZARCONON by Susan Sutton – YA 

Sci-Fi Book 
Earth has become a game preserve – humans being the 

game. An extraterrestrial race, the Zloggs, have chosen 

Earth to be their hunting ground for nothing else but sport. 

Main characters Erik and Jia live on a World Federation 

Army base located in Mongolia. They are weapon runners 

for a WFA defector camp. Soon they are to officially join 

the camp in anticipation for a coming war with the Zloggs. 

Defeating the Zloggs is dependent upon a movement 

sweeping not only the defector camps but political leaders as 

well, who have bowed down to the Zloggs for decades. 

Earth is also receiving assistance from another alien race, 

the Trakorians, who were all but wiped out by the Zloggs in 

the past. 

Empress Chenguang Di is seen as a continuation of her 

father's cruel reign but there are more layers to her than 

anyone realizes. As the story unfolds, the reader will see 

how key she is to the outcome and how her past has driven 

her to become a major player in deciding the fate of the 

Zloggs. 

 

A WALK ALONG RIBBONS by Sarah White – Young Adult 
    This gripping 97,000 word novel is about a group of suicidal teens who are given an experimental drug to 

help them feel better about their lives. It’s been only a year since Utah became the last state to pass legislation 

granting age-of-majority sufferers of mental illness the Right to Die. When seventeen-year-old Koralee Benson 

wakes up in the hospital having survived a suicide attempt, her 

parents are desperate to get her help before her next birthday, when 

she will have the legal right to request a lethal dose of Repose7, a 

medication that has revolutionized the practice of assisted suicide. 

The Bensons are so desperate that enigmatic psychiatrist Dr. 

Crimm is able to convince them at Koralee’s bedside to consent to 

their daughter’s participation in an experimental treatment program 

about which they know very little.   

Dr. Crimm is the lead psychiatrist with Right to Life, an 

organization that promotes mental health treatment and support, 

and funds research into alternative treatments for mental illness and 

suicidal ideation. Right to Life was founded by the Wilkinson 

family, owners of tech giant Virtual Now, as a response to the loss 

of their own son to suicide. Their unconventional program 

combines the use of an experimental medication with a virtual 

reality technology that allows study participants to relive their 

traumatic experiences through the eyes of other people. Koralee is 

recruited to join five other teens from around the country, all 

grappling with their own demons, in an adventurous exploration of 

perspective, friendship, trust, and healing—possibly the only hope 

these suffering teens have at regaining the will to live. 

The country is engrossed in a recent news frenzy when seventeen-

year-old Braden Ertz is found guilty of the murder of his fifteen-

year-old girlfriend. He was discovered unconscious in her family 

pool with no recollection of the crime or his involvement in it. The country is already divided on his death 

sentence when Braden requests to stop his automatic appeals and be given the chance to take Repose7. When 

the judge overseeing his case hears about the experimental medication that could help regain his memories, he 

pulls R2L and Dr. Crimm into a battle of morals and ethics  
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ASLAN: RUNNING JOY by Kristin Kaldahl (YA) 

Normal is no longer an option after dialysis and a subsequent 

kidney transplant leave fourteen-year-old Krissy partially 

crippled and afraid. 

When Aslan, a bland sheltie runt, joins her family, Krissy 

resolves to reclaim her life by chasing an improbable dream. 

With the serious Aslan by her side, she takes on the fast-paced 

sport of dog agility—a sport that requires speed, athletic 

adroitness, and an unbreakable bond between human and 

canine. Defying the odds, the runt and disabled girl embark on 

a journey to overcome competition rivals, jealousy, and the 

agility para athlete’s nightmare—the Third Vault Veto. 

A blistering, graceful sport and an odd cadre of agility friends 

and mentors propel the impractical team toward the national 

spotlight and the Oklahoma Cup. All the while, career-ending 

fear nips at their heels. 

 

 

 

PROXIMITY by Joel Lawrence (YA) 

Iowa high school benchwarmer and chronic nice guy Hunter Adams meets the perfect girl online – 

charming, gorgeous, and only four light years away. 

Raea claims to live in a top-secret colony on Proxima Centauri, communicating to Earth with 

technology that just shouldn’t exist in 2019. Hunter is 

knocked over the moon by her tales of adventure and 

freedom on the new world of Osiris, an ‘eyeball Earth’ 

locked in eternal twilight. And as crazy as her story sounds, 

her photos seem legit. 

Emails turn to voice chats, then video messages, each more 

revealing than the last. Meeting seems a fantasy until Raea 

discloses the existence of a trillion dollar starship scheduled 

to leave for Osiris as part of a new wave of colonization, 

funded in secret by the global elite, and Raea has a plan to 

sneak Hunter aboard. Time is ticking and Hunter must 

choose: trust his life to impossible technology and leave his 

friends and family forever behind, or pass up his one chance 

to meet the only girl he’s ever loved. 
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MYSTIC INVISIBLE by Ryder Hunte Clancy – 

Young Adult Fantasy 
What good is a magical birthright if you can’t use it? When 

Monte’s parents are called home to the mystically 

jeopardized Highlands of Scotland, Monte is thrown into a 

new world. Vicious cat siths are creeping through the hills, 

an indefinite moratorium on magic is enforced, and the 

Norm and Mystic worlds alike are threatened. Trouble 

breeds suspicion when a seemingly harmless seashell burns 

mysterious marks into Monte’s hand. His parents believe it 

is the work of the dreaded Nuckelavee, but Monte 

disregards their sentiments. He experiences a strange 

attraction to the seashell and is keen on exploring its 

allusive power. 

 

Superstition mounts when Monte’s older brother falls 

victim to a terrible, Mystic scheme. Desperate for answers, 

Monte enlists the help of a family friend, determined to 

banish the sea of threats crashing down upon them. But 

appearances are misleading. It’s impossible to distinguish 

friend from foe, valor from vice. In a race to eradicate the 

impending spread of darkness across the Mystic and Norm 

realms, Monte and his friends must choose who to trust 

before time runs out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BLACK FOXES by Sally Brown - LGBTQ Young Adult Fantasy 
 

Black Foxes is a magical 78,000 word, fantasy novel with a 

diverse cast of POC characters, two main LGBTQ narrators, 

and oceans of magic, told through the alternating narratives 

of Sonya Othare and Cein Maegus as they attempt to 

navigate an alternate industrial revolution and a culture 

hostile to magic. While Cein is content surviving an 

antiquated royal court, Sonya looks to carve her niche in a 

society that wants nothing more than to see her fail. When 

their first loves turn sour, they are forced to re-evaluate their 

priorities, and in the process form an unexpected bond 

stronger than either could imagine. 

 

Their story takes place in the nation of Freim, a small water 

bound country trying to stay afloat in a magical arms race of 

revolutionary proportions born from forgotten grievances. 

Mistakes are made in desperate times by terrified leaders that 

threaten the freedom and autonomy of mages. Sonya and 

Cein must sacrifice everything they are to save those they 

love most from themselves. 
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FALLING OFF THE CURB - Caitlin Lennon - 

Young Adult Fiction 
Falling Off The Curb is a 75,000 word Young Adult 

Fiction work that explores the transition from high school 

to college as Amy Fox sets off to campus for the first 

time.  

 
In high school, Amy spent her time in an uncomplicated 

relationship with her boyfriend, laughing with her 

lifelong best friends, and securing her top-of-the-class 

GPA, but Amy is about to learn the hard way: high school 

is so last year. Day one on campus, she trips and face-

plants in front of a crowd of classmates. She thought that 

was the worst that could happen; it wasn’t even close. 
 

Her misfortune continues when she finds herself 

babysitting her childhood best friend Lena as she 

experiments with men, alcohol, and drugs, culminating in 

a horrific night when Amy is assaulted by her roommate’s 

brother. Rather than staying quiet, Amy finds her voice, 

straining her relationship with said roommate. Amy 

navigates the “first time away from home” experience 

while simultaneously trying to please her disagreeable 

boss, maintain a long-distance relationship, and suppress developing feelings for Lena’s ex-boyfriend.  
 

College wasn’t supposed to be this complicated. 

 
PROMETHEUS by Roger Wilbanks (Comic / 

Graphic Novel) 

A Comic Book adaption of the ancient Greek tragedy 

"Prometheus Bound" (permissions granted by Chicago 

University Press)...let the pictures do the talking 
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THE TANGIBLES by Natalie Blank - 

Young Adult Contemporary  
 

Seventeen-year-old Rachel has her on days and her off 

days. She’s battled schizophrenia since eighth grade and 

sometimes decides not to take her medication. To avoid a 

relapse, she’s careful about when she skips and how often. 

But no matter how normal she appears, she’s still an 

outcast at school, a worry to her mother, and unable to let 

go of her father’s abandonment. She needs the intangibles, 

her make-believe friends, to fill the lonely gaps in her life.  

Then she meets Arnold, a real person, who is accepting 

and adoring of Rachel, and can relate to the numbing side 

effects of pills due to his own struggle with ADHD and 

depression. At first, Rachel is hesitant to even talk to 

Arnold, but her intangibles encourage the relationship, 

every part of it, even the physical stuff. That is until Arnold 

convinces Rachel to ditch her medication completely for 

marijuana.  
 The higher Rachel goes with Arnold, the less she sees of 

her intangibles and the happier she feels. But things take a 

dangerous turn when she and Arnold befriend two 

classmates who take getting high to a whole other level. 

Eventually Rachel’s untreated mind starts to unravel, 

bringing her face to face with the traumas of her past. 

 
 

THE CROSS QUEEN by Ciara Duggan -Young Adult Fantasy  
 

After years of surviving the natural disasters that plague the four 

provinces of Brhin, 17-year old street rat, Cole Sparrow, only 

wants two things: to learn who her parents are, and to become the 

Fire Queen of Province Lavelle. 

Having been abandoned at birth, Cole has no idea where she 

came from or how she inherited the ability to manipulate fire. 

Magda, the woman who raised her, refuses to divulge any 

information about Cole’s past and urges her to keep her ability a 

secret. Knowing her ability is their ticket to a life without hunger 

or constant fear, however, Cole challenges the current Queen of 

Lavelle to a battle of flames. To everyone’s surprise, Cole wins 

the duel and ascends the throne. But when the fallen Queen seeks 

retribution by killing Magda, Cole is left only with her dying 

words: “You are a Cross Queen. Tell no one. If they find out, 

they’ll kill you.”  
While mourning the loss of the only person who ever wanted her, 

Cole learns that being a Queen isn’t anything like she thought. 

The Lavellian Council scrutinizes her purity and virtue, loyalists 

to the former Queen try to kill her at every turn, and the other 

three Elemental Queens whisper secrets that threaten her reign. If 

Cole doesn’t discover the truth about her ability, she may not 

only lose her Queendom and her life, but also the three romantic 

connections she has formed with a potential King Consort, a 

lowly stable boy, and one of her fellow Queens. 
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STAR SPANGLED HEART by Gwen C. Katz 

Young Adult LGBTQ+ Historical  

 

When 17-year-old June Calhoun lies about her age 

to enlist in the Women's Auxiliary Army Corps, 

she's planning on serving her country, not falling in 

love—especially not with another woman. But the 

brash, trouser-clad German refugee who calls 

herself Bobcat sweeps June off her feet and into a 

side of the military she never imagined. 

For Bobcat's circle of lesbian friends, the 

WAAC provides a unique chance to mingle with 

other women, wear a uniform, and work in a male 

field. But not everyone in the Army believes that 

women belong there, and some are looking for any 

opportunity to shut the whole experiment down. 

One false step could lead to a military tribunal and 

a humiliating—and potentially dangerous—public 

outing. 

June has barely begun to navigate this 

minefield when she uncovers evidence that Bobcat 

might be involved in a Nazi sabotage plot. June 

must decide whether to set aside her suspicions and stand by the woman she loves or turn 

Bobcat in and risk an investigation that could destroy both their futures. 

 

 

 

THE FORMULA FOR GETTING BY.   by Gabrielle McAree -Young Adult 

Contemporary  
Seventeen year old Matthew Williams is known by 

everyone in his hometown for all the wrong reasons: 

he’s responsible for death of his older brother. Day after 

day, he faces the guilt and pain of his fatal mistake, 

convinced no one could possibly understand.  

New Girl Freya Adams is convinced she just might 

know what Matt is feeling. Freya, tasked by her 

precocious younger brother with saying “h-i” to one 

person on her first day at JFK Private High School, 

opens a world of possibilities for Matt – and for herself.  

But as time goes by, Matt isn’t certain Freya’s presence 

in his life makes enough of a difference to change his 

future.   
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HOW THE BAD BOYS FELL IN LOVE WITH MY 

BUTT UGLY FACE WHEN I TOOK OFF MY 

GLASSES by Erin Dulin and Brittany Cooper – Young 

Adult Humor Fantasy 
A humorous look into every teenage cliché possible,Vampires—

check, Aliens—check, Ugly new girl turning ridiculously hot--

check. 

 This story even has gnomes! Gnomes, I tell you! 

 It all begins with the new girl, Emma Woods. Too bad she’s ugly 

as every great cliche story starts. Of course, being lost in a sea of 

alluring Californians, Emma has to come to terms with being butt 

ugly. But is she really ugly or just hiding in plain sight? 

 As her life unfolds, Emma has to deal with the hidden world of 

the supernatural that uncovers she’s actually Faerie royalty (gasp)! 

Throw in a billionaire bad boy werewolf Ryder and mysterious 

alien Theo and that’s where things get interesting. 

 The bad boys are both sent to protect her from the likes of an 

ancient mummy prince, hellbent on turning all humanity into 

mindless zombies. Along the way, Ryder and Theo get more than 

they bargained for, each falling hopelessly in love with the 

enchanting Emma. But the battle for Emma's heart has unexpected 

consequences that leads to an earth shattering fallout that nobody 

could be prepared for. 

  

Can they all work together to save the world or will supernatural jealousy get in the way? 
 
 

 GEIST by Mark Kelly – #ownvoices LGBTQ+ Young Adult Paranormal 

 
Ash didn’t choose this afterlife; someone chose it for 

him.  

After a catastrophic car accident, Ash has to get a grip 

on being dead, and how to learn the new world and new 

ways of being a Geist. Angsty Ash isn’t thrilled with 

either prospect because Geist help the dead find the 

portals to their afterlife. The Chicago he knows and 

loves, now has an overlay of the Geist world, that 

humans don’t see.  

While he is learning his new world and creating new 

friends in the world of Geist, he discovers that it isn’t as 

easy as it sounds. The Geist are hunted by the 

Brotherhood that believe the Geist are evil. The more 

Ash learns about the Brotherhood, the more he 

discovers that they aren’t all bad. The sexy tattooed 

“brother” Gabrielle is conflicted about who to believe 

and what to think as the connection between the two of 

them grow. Breaking the boundaries of their conflicting 

sides they must learn to work together to save the 

people they love. 
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Romance /Women’s Fiction 
 

SECOND BEST by Katie Karambalas – New Adult 

contemporary romance 
Second Best is 75,000 words exploring three college student’s 

journeys discovering that family is more than just blood, and 

losing the ones we love doesn’t mean we lose them completely.  

 

After losing her father to a heroin overdose, foster homes were 

the norm for Tess. However, her version of normal is about to 

change as she leaves behind the only life she’s ever known in 

California for a fresh start in Rhode Island, leaving behind the 

girl she was ashamed to be.  

 

College in Rhode Island isn’t at all what she expected – 

fraternity boys, a mysterious illness, and working at a bar to 

make ends meet were not part of the plan. When she finds 

herself falling for two best friends, and she’s sure they’re 

falling in love with her too, she realizes that running from her 

past is finally catching up with her. Will she be able to keep up 

the façade, or will she ruin the only real friendships she’s ever 

known? 

 

 

ETHEREAL by Elisabeth Popolow – New Adult Fantasy Romance 
Unicorns aren’t all rainbows, glitter, and kid friendly as Emilia Lockhart always thought. They can 

also be savage warriors and murderous betrayers. After witnessing a naked man bathing in a lake, a 

camellia symbol appears on her chest and she becomes trapped in an age-old pact that binds her to the 

unicorn Elliot, Emilia finds herself entangled in a battle 

between unicorns and their germens, their human partners, in a 

bloody war for the unicorn throne. Disabled from a tragic car 

accident that left her with one leg and no parents, Emilia has 

always looked up to her older sister Molly and aspired to 

become a paranormal hunter to fund the demon responsible for 

the ruin of her life. Wrought with secrets, suspense, and magic, 

the first installment to the unicorn series is a fresh breath of 

imaginative adventure. 

 

A thrilling new adult fantasy, and the first installment to a five-

book series, Ethereal is complete at 71,000 words. A slew of 

fantastical and supernatural creatures with a spritz of romance, 

Ethereal follows a woman with a prosthetic (that always seems 

to shatter!)  leg that constantly compares herself to her twin 

sister and wants nothing more than to find the monster 

responsible for her condition. After accidentally getting 

involved in the unicorn throne-war, Emilia is forced to come to 

terms with her fear of anything and everything non-human and 

must gain the confidence, as well as trust for her unicorn, 

Elliot, needed to participate in the ancient and violent battle. 

But Elliot has his own hidden secrets- secrets that could shatter 

the very foundation that he and Emilia are already struggling to 

build. 
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FEELS LIKE HOME by Katelyn White – New 

Adult Romance 
It's 2005, in the thick of the scorching hot Georgia summer 

when twenty-one-year-old Juliet McBrite is forced to 

return home because her father's cancer has been deemed 

terminal. He's declared less than a month to live, and Juliet 

knows that she has no choice but to be at the poet's side 

during his last days.  

For Juliet, going home sucks. Her older sister forces her out 

to the small bar in town to celebrate her twenty-first 

birthday. The night out catapults her high school 

sweetheart Wyatt Wertz back into her life and heart all over 

again. It's not long until Wyatt reminds her that in high 

school he made her a promise to be there for her, and he 

intends on keeping that promise.  

After finding a note from her father tucked into the back of 

a journal Wyatt gifted her for her sixteenth birthday that 

tells Juliet to grab onto love at every chance she can get, 

she finds herself back in Wyatt's arms. It's not long before 

Juliet is forced with a choice to make: move four hours 

away from her grieving family with Wyatt for his new job, 

or stay with them and watch the love of her life walk away 

again. The choice is even more difficult when Juliet finds out she's pregnant with Wyatt's child. But 

there's only one place for Juliet that actually FEELS LIKE HOME, and that's in the arms of Wyatt 

Wertz. 

 

GETTING TO GRACE by Lee Barber – Contemporary Romance Fiction 
19-year-old Grace Baxter wants to live outside the social convention of her Midwestern, Catholic 

background. 24-year-old Sam Cielo also wants a different life, one 

more in line with the dominant culture of the time rather than what 

he’s known growing up Hispanic in Denver. The problem is, it’s 

1955, and, for both Grace and Sam, their options are limited.  

Sam and Grace meet for the first time in Wood Grove, Ohio, where 

both will find the chance to create new lives. 

Over the years, Grace moves through a first marriage, the birth of a 

son, tragic losses, and the building of a thriving arts community, 

GraceHaven. Sam builds a law practice and integrates a surprise 

daughter into his otherwise predictable life. Though the attraction 

between Sam and Grace is strong on both sides, their differences 

keep them apart. 

When Grace discovers an unsigned will that would have secured 

her future, she must juggle her confusion, her feelings, her 

obligations, and her tendency to react without thinking, in order to 

save her community. Sam’s help, though uninvited and unwanted, 

helps in the long run.  

While their lives play out on a background of others who lend 

family ties, friendship, and eccentricity, their romance finally comes 

together when Grace is 62 and Sam is 67.  

Both agree that sex really is better after 60, and that happy endings 

aren’t only for the young.  
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WHITECAPS ON THE LAKE by Alice Licata – 

Contemporary Women’s Fiction 
Imogene Mussomeli is an Italian-American with 

everything to live and one thing to kill for.  

 

After the sudden loss of her father, the profound 

devastation and a fortuitous discovery among her father's 

personal effects leads Imogene to embark on a wild 

treasure hunt with her Alzheimer ridden mother and an ill-

behaved Chihuahua in tow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ONLY SIMPLY LOVE by Shauna Brittenham – Contemporary Women’s Fiction (only 

Foreign & Audio Rights) 
 

 

Thirty-four-year-old Maya Cole spent her formative 

years traversing the globe with her father and wants 

more than anything to call Manhattan home. Life feels 

like a dream. Her newly-minted psychotherapy practice 

promises to deliver the sense of purpose and security she 

has always craved. With the help of her fearless but 

paranoid best friend, Maya finds herself with an A-list 

roster of patients and a handsome man who may finally 

be the antidote to the haunting loss of her first and only 

love. 

 

Then a beautiful and wounded singer-songwriter enters 

Maya’s office, opening doors she thought she had closed 

forever and challenging her to face a devastating choice 

from her past. Facing new temptation and the lure of 

redemption, Maya grapples with her professional oath as 

she prepares to take the biggest risk of her life. 

 

In this soulful urban fairytale, Maya looks for signs 

everywhere except the one place that holds answers. But 

if she’s brave enough, the magic she’s seeking might 

find her. 
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GIRLS WHO WEAR GLASSES by Jennifer 

Inglis -- Comedic women’s fiction and romance  

 
One might say that “girls who wear glasses or are blessed 

with fat asses will never find love.” But is that necessarily 

true? Rachel (picture a Jewish Melissa McCarthy) thinks 

so. This thirty-something, successful professor lives her 

blog life as daring fashionista under the disguise of her 

beautiful best friend’s picture. While in her real life, she 

awkwardly denies attachment and fears rejection by 

drowning her sorrows in butter pecan ice cream and bundt 

cake. Even when she catches the attention of a handsome, 

intelligent man she is sure that she is unworthy and puts 

herself in the friend zone. A leading fashion magazine 

recognizes her blogging talent and asks her to give a 

speech. Having resigned herself to a supporting role of 

her Chicago-style besties (a drama queen, a shiksa 

goddess, and a semi-closet queen) for so long that even 

caught in her lie, she shirks the spotlight and convinces 

her fashion-model-perfect friend to do the speech for her. 

With a little help from her friends and a whole lot of 

laughs, Rachel might learn that she is worthy of the 

spotlight, success, and love because she is perfect just the way she is. 
 

 

 

MELISSA’S FATE; THE UNTOLD STORY  

by Diane Yates – Sweet Romance 
Beth Brown discovers the one she loves, Phil Davis, has deceived her. He's actually Phillip Drake, the 

owner of the company where she works, and he’s in love with someone else. Beth flees New York 

without telling him she’s pregnant and regrets giving herself to a man who only wanted to use her. In 

an unfamiliar place, she gives birth to a beautiful baby girl with a birthmark on her right arm. To 

avoid causing her parents shame and desiring to give her 

child two parents, she places her baby for adoption; a 

decision that haunts her.  

When Phil first meets Beth, it’s clear she’s disgusted with 

the upper class who think money can fix anything. This 

prompts him to disguise his identity in order to get close to 

her. Beth captures his heart with her free spirit and simplistic 

life. Before he can tell her his true identity, she disappears. 

He hires a detective agency that ascertains she is alive and 

has left NY of her own volition. When he decides to move 

on with his life with someone of his station, Beth reappears 

with the shocking news he has a daughter. He will never 

forgive Beth for what she’s done, but he’ll do anything to 

save the little girl he never knew existed. 

Twenty-five years later, Beth’s book, written about her 

experiences in hopes of inspiring others to expect more out 

of life, becomes a bestseller. In the book, Beth’s choice of 

life over abortion meant her daughter, Melissa, had the 

opportunity to grow up and become the president of the 

National Abstinence Council and promote a right way of 

life. 
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HOW A HEART BEATS by Ellis Kaye - 

Contemporary Romance 

 
HOW A HEART BEATS is a 2016 Silver Quill 

Award winner for Wisconsin RWA’s Fab Five Series 

Category and was the First Runner Up in the North 

Texas RWA’s Great Expectations contest. 

When Andy finds the insomniac nurse napping 

upright in the local library, he is sunk. While Liv 

learned the hard way about arrogant charm and sexy 

banter, she can’t resist his southern made manners. 

They’re a match made in Dixie Land heaven – except 

Andy learns Liv will never date a doctor and he just 

accepted the job that will have him handing out Liv’s 

nursing orders. Andy makes the foolhardy ‘guy-

brain’ decision and lies. But what’s supposed to be an 

easy, no strings attached romp in the sack spirals into 

a loving lust neither are ready for. 

The discovery of Andy’s lie is crushing to Liv, made 

infinitely worse when they are forced to work 

together to save the life of a stranger with the newest 

contagion scare since Ebola. Stuck in a seventy-two 

hour quarantine should be the perfect time to come 

clean about all the skeletons they’ve both buried 

deep, but meddling medical directors, fiery best friends, and a patient that keeps trying to die always 

seem to get in the way. And if battling the bad juju weren’t enough, Andy’s decision to save one 

patient’s life, might cost Olivia her own. 

 

 

MY SONG’S CURSE by Poppy Minnix – Fantasy Romance Book 

 

The world is full of ordinary people going about their 

daily lives: forging friendships, occasionally 

disagreeing, finding love. Unfortunately for Lula, being 

a siren with ultimate control over anyone within earshot 

doesn’t exactly allow for an ordinary existence. When 

she meets Alexiares, demi-god and grandson of Zeus, 

she discovers that gods are the exception to her ability. 

However, a divine law forbade relationships between 

deities and non-deities long ago. 

 

Alexiares has plans to change the world, it’s evolution 

stunted by the archaic influence of old gods. 

Associating with Lula could be the downfall of them 

both, but he can't stay away. Can he balance the 

evolutionary state between gods and man so the realm 

may progress, or will his desire for Lula destroy 

everything he’s worked for?   
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THE OLD MATA HARI TRICK by Katie F. Salvo 

– Historical Romance 

 
It’s the Roaring Twenties: Women’s Rights Movements are 

sweeping across the continents. Lady Lib Tellam has 

returned to her native England to assist her friends, 

Madeline Rancour and Prudence Stiles, in freeing 

themselves from the bonds of male hegemony at home. 

Together, the ladies from the Society for Enlightened 

Existence (or SEX, as they like to call it), an organization 

through which they will enlighten themselves by taking the 

same liberties as men, namely the pleasure of having a 

“mister”. Their first order of business is to draft a list of 

five prospective candidates. Regrettably, they can only 

come up with four upon first consideration, leaving the fifth 

slot filled in as MR. #5? for future review. 
Unfortunately for the ladies of SEX, Lib’s first love, Loftus 

Price, is a secret agent for The British Crown on a mission 

to find a traitor code-named Royal Marine of the 5th 

Regiment. When the Mister List falls into his hands, he and 

his fellow agents begin to suspect MR. #5? could be code 

for their quarry, and SEX a cover for trading treasonous 

tactics.  
Through miscommunications and misadventures, they work together to thwart an arms deal that may 

be rooted in Lib’s deceased husband's mafia connections. By falling in love and saving his life, Lib 

and Loftus find their happily for now, but they have yet to uncover the truth of Royal Marine #5. The 

mystery and adventures continue in the next book when Prude steps into the spy game. 
 

 

STRANGELY, INCREDIBLY GOOD by Heather Grace Stewart – Romantic Comedy 

 
What if you had your very own genie to go back and fix your 

life mistakes? A touching, funny, romantic adventure you 

won't soon forget.  

 

Cat Glamour is going through a rough spot in her life. When 

she decides to take control again and try to lose weight, the 

last thing she expects is a genie to pop out of her Wii 

machine, offering her three wishes! Unfortunately for Cat, 

her genie is somewhat unreliable in his wish-granting 

capabilities.  

In a series of hilarious misadventures, Cat and Gene travel to 

a castle in France and back in time 20 years in an attempt to 

realize Cat’s wishes. But is it possible to get a second chance 

at real love and self-love?  
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MR. REBOUND by Taylor Koleber - Adult 

Romantic Comedy  
Instead of a dream acting job (or any acting job), Garrett 

Reid now works under the alias “Mr. Rebound.” He 

shows the recently-jilted how healthy romantic 

relationships are “supposed” to work—for profit, of 

course.  

Arianne Reynolds lives a string of rapid-fire 

relationships that has left her jaded. Maybe it’s her 

constant travel as a reluctant wedding photographer. 

Maybe it’s the guys she picks. Maybe it’s because she’s 

six-feet-six inches tall and still isn’t afraid to wear heels 

or outdrink her potential suitors.  

Under contract from her meddling best friend, Penny, 

Garrett draws up a certified plan to have Arianne 

rebounded in the space of six simple dates. Despite his 

patented lines and Rebound Rules—to which Arianne 

seems impossibly immune—they each find themselves 

(gasp!) opening up to the other. 

As his perfectly-planned dates turn to fire and ash 

(literally) and the spectre of his crazy stalker ex 

threatens to blow his pay-per-date confidentiality 

asunder, Garrett is torn between his livelihood and 

coming clean to a woman who just might last a lot 

longer than six dates.  

 

 

 

 

BEHIND CELLAR DOORS by Keli Vice -Women’s Fiction  

 
22-year-old TAYLOR LANSING is trying to finish up 

her last college final, but someone’s blowing up the 

phone in her bag. The frantic calls send her racing home 

to Sonoma County, hoping her father survived his heart 

attack. Taylor cancels her summer grad trip to run 

Lansing Vineyards while he recovers, and soon 

discovers the source of her father’s stress: the winery’s 

in serious financial trouble.  

 

As she struggles to fill her father’s shoes, romance finds 

her on a winding country road, where she meets sexy-as-

hell ALEC ESTRELLA and mistakes him for a vineyard 

hand in his beat-up truck and rough work clothes. They 

meet again at a swanky wine auction where she 

discovers he’s no farm worker. He’s the jet-setting 

owner of a global venture capital firm, with a budding 

interest in the wine industry…and now, in her. But as 

her private life heats up, Taylor is plagued by troubles at 

work—from missing barrels to failing frost fans—and 

she begins to suspect someone’s trying to force a sale. 

Now she has to figure out who has the most to gain if 

she loses everything. 
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THE HOTEL TYCOON AND THE HEIRESS 

by Charlee James - Contemporary Romance  

First generation Grecian immigrant and single father 

Zale Carris has built his life around the Stargrass 

Seaside Resort on Martha’s Vineyard. Starting as a 

dishwasher at fourteen, he worked his way up the ranks. 

A sharp mind and even sharper investments helped him 

accrue the capital needed to buy the property from the 

aging owner, who hired Zale years ago. A year later he 

opened his second luxury property on Nantucket, 

followed a third in Kennebunkport, Maine.  He’s 

worked tirelessly to breathe life into his trio of five-

diamond properties and create a safe haven for his 

affluent and famous clientele. Many have asked him to 

sell, but even the business-minded heiress of the largest 

hotel chain on the globe won’t sway him to give up 

what’s his.  

Gemma Dalton has big shoes to fill and even bigger 

dreams for her family’s hotel corporation.  Her 

grandfather began Dalton, turning one luxury boutique 

hotel into a monopoly of award-winning brands. She’s 

worked hard to earn his approval as lead task force 

manager for the corporate office and getting people to take a hotel heiress seriously hasn’t come easy. 

She’s earned her good name through hard work and grit, and nothing will distract her from 

jumpstarting the most remarkable resorts in the world—not even the bronze god who manages the 

Stargrass with chips on both of his shoulders. She’s not going anywhere until she convinces Zale to 

sign on the dotted line. But as she gets to know Zale and his spirited daughter, it might just be her 

heart on the line. 
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General Fiction. 
 

 

 

FROWN By Sonyo Estavillo – Dramedy Book 
 
Happy has never smiled. Literally. Thanks to a little something 

called Moebius Syndrome, Happy has spent his life with a facial 

paralysis that’s made life deadpan. All Happy’s ever really 

wanted were three things: Track down deserted-her-family-Ma; 

Dad to be less of a D-bag; and smile, for once in his life.     

                                                                                        

At the end of his four-year cultural anthropology study in rural 

India, Happy receives a letter from over-achieving younger 

brother Donnie: He’s found Ma. Returning to American 

civilization takes some getting used to, but at least good ol’ Dad, 

hasn’t changed a bit. The successful business mogul resumes his 

uncanny ability to hurl insults. No wonder Ma left years ago, 

undoubtedly the root of Happy’s fear of love and intimacy and 

Donnie’s anxiety-riddled idiosyncrasies.     

                                             

The brothers journey to find Ma with Happy’s BFF, playboy 

Brad, and awkward growing love interest, Beatriz. However, 

their quest is cut short by Dad’s stroke. They must push past 

resentment to care for him or they’ll never learn the truth about 

the family’s past and the reason for Happy’s inoperative smile. 

 

 

 

 

 

THE POTTER’S WHEEL by Mark Scheel – Literary Historical 

 

The story follows Mel Steadman from Kansas to the 

street scene of Hollywood in the turbulent sixties where 

his Midwestern mentality undergoes a good bit of 

adjustment. It has friendship, love, and peril wrapped 

up in beautiful prose. 
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VAGABONDER by R.T. Coleman – Science 

Fiction 

 
It is 2261. Dr. Ligeia Obumbwe, the Earth Federation 
Council’s top neurogeneticist, is very close to 
unlocking the mystery of Ruĝa Morto, a virus that 
killed 80% of Earth’s population almost 200 years 
ago and has transformed millions, including her 
brother Finn, into what the scientific community 
calls Neurologically Compromised Individuals, or 
NiCIes. While humans enjoy a life free from menial 
labor, NiCIes work as slaves: Mining dwindling Earth 
resources, building tech such as space elevators and 
lunar complexes, and excavating resources on the 
moon in conditions humans would find impossible. 
  
All Ligeia wants is to keep her brother safe. So when 
OnyxCorp threatens to rescind his protected status 
unless she joins its moon lab, she agrees despite her increasing unease regarding OnyxCorp’s actual 
objectives. 
  
Then she meets Caen, a NiCIe who has made a perilous journey to the Vine to seek the Vagabonders, a 
secret group of NiCIes whom he believes hold the key to freeing his people on Earth and the moon.   
  
As the lines between her world and his grow less opaque, Ligeia finds herself questioning her priorities 
and her role in supporting a regime that seems willing to sacrifice everything – humans, NiCIes, and 
the world in which they live – to consolidate its power.  
 

 

THE BURN NOTICE by M. Lachi – Science Fiction  

 
Set two hundred years into the New York City future, The 

Burn Notice follows four uniquely gifted School of 

Intelligence graduates as they reunite to solve the mysterious 

murder of their infamously mad techno-chemical professor. In 

the utopic, VR-integrated, bot-maintained society, Dr. George 

Q. Ferguson, professor of the nation’s top academy, dies in a 

supposed lab accident. However, Torian Ross, a prominent 

transhuman investigator, learns that the professor may have 

been murdered for his secret, alchemical research.  

 

Torian recruits a few of Ferguson’s past students to help 

unearth the truth. He is joined by Rosa, a former social-media 

princess stymied by secret empathic abilities; Kris, an illicit 

hacker with a gold-hearted Bronx attitude and a cybernetic 

canine assistant; and Paul Oz, the wealthy, inscrutable 

innovation mogul with preternatural secrets of his own. The 

team discovers Ferguson’s obsession for tinkering with 

unearthly chemicals, wielding dark forces that challenge the 

very boundaries of natural order. They must put aside their 

strong personalities to uncover who murdered Dr. Ferguson 

and stole his research before a dark synthetic plague–never 

meant to leave his lab–devours the city 
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GNOSSIENNE By F.F. Mormanni – Thriller  
Bruce Perry, a formerly flamboyant businessman who was 

a mainstay of the tabloids, now a first-term U.S. Senator, 

is about to declare his candidacy for the Presidency when 

he is tragically killed in an automobile accident. An 

autopsy reveals some very unusual findings, which lead 

first the pathologist and then nation's intelligence agencies 

to conclude that the body is not that of the Senator after 

all. Among the possibilities considered for how this could 

have happened is the use of technology and biology far 

beyond what is known to exist and in a manner which 

violates the universal proscription against human 

experimentation. 

Ian Richards, a successful technology entrepreneur and 

one-time minor CIA operative, is enlisted by his childhood 

best friend, President Jeremy Lewis, to help investigate. 

Simultaneously, Maj. Malcolm Mazur, a U.S Air Force 

officer who emigrated from Iran to the United States as an 

adolescent and now directs a top-secret stealth helicopter 

program, is extorted through the kidnapping of his much 

younger brother Eric, for a purpose which is not initially 

made clear. Meanwhile, an investigative reporter for The New York Times uncovers some disturbing 

details regarding the Senator's death and undertakes an investigation of his own, intending to publish 

his findings. 

This sets in motion a desperate race against time to discover who is behind this, how they did it and 

why. Gradually, a conspiracy involving a foreign agent is uncovered which ultimately reaches to and 

threatens the very top of the United States government. 

 

 
 

TWELVE FOR TWELVE by Dawn Rasmussen – Thriller Book 

Twelve years after Jack’s disappearance, he is spotted jogging through a park. Tortured by questions 

of Jack’s unknown fate, Camden’s anguish takes a turn for the reckless, and she conceives a plan to 

discover what happened to her former fiancé.  
With the help of two friends and a hired gun, Camden sets her 

strategy in motion, a plan designed to appear as a string of 

arbitrary bad luck for Jack that turns the tables in Camden’s 

favor. Camden hides instructions and payments to her 

contractor in geo-caches along the Pacific Coast Highway, but 

she must also extract some hard-to-get information for him, a 

task that requires her full arsenal of skills as a fraud examiner. 

As events unfold, a restorative balm begins to pacify the hard 

grief in Camden’s chest, but not all goes as planned, and 

Camden finds herself scrambling to avoid detection in all of 

her wrongdoing. In dire circumstances, Jack finally reaches out 

to Camden, the one person, who, by design, is able to help 

him. This enables Camden to ask the long-awaited questions of 

her heart, but she is not prepared for the answer she receives, 

or the soul-altering savagery of what she has done. 

Twelve for Twelve is a 75,000-word quirky/offbeat fiction that 

is a story of healing, masquerading as a story of revenge. This 

book was a semi-finalist in the 2016 Chanticleer Mystery and 

Mayhem Novel Contest. 
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EAGLE ASCENDING by Dan Whitfield 

– Thriller  

Pushing past burnout, New York cop Joe 

Krueger’s hunt to track down notorious 

drug pusher finally leads to an arrest. 

Thinking the worst is behind him, 

Krueger’s life changes forever when dozens 

are left dead after a bomb ravages one of 

the city’s biggest Jewish museums. In the 

wake of disaster, the case wrenches toward 

the truly horrific: Evidence taken from the 

scene suggests that the suspected bomber is 

Joe’s own grandfather, infamous Nazi 

general Wolfgang Krueger, who died 70 

years ago.  

With the clock ticking until the next attack, Joe Krueger is forced to confront his family’s 

monstrous past. Piecing together the clues, he discovers that his grandfather had been ordered 

to recover the True Cross for the Third Reich, and that modern-day, neo-Nazis are racing to 

complete his mission.  

Armed with fiery desire to expose this treacherous scheme, Joe travels across Europe and the 

Holy Land in an effort to stop a heinous strategy that could tip the globe into another world 

war.  

 

 

ANCIENT DREAMS by JP Roth – Fantasy  

"My tale starts with a 'once upon a time'--Long ago, 

beings lived who could control the elements, 

immortality, and time. We called them gods and gave 

them our worship. They played with us like toys, took 

our lives and sabotaged our love. Now the gods are 

myths. Stories in books--not to be confused with our 

modern world. I believed this until I found myself 

tumbling into a dream. This dream takes me to 

another life. To a forgotten time in a bloody age. I 

dream of Hades’ son and a lustful goddess. I dream of 

limitless power and revolving time. I dream a death 

and love that was mine... 

Born into the 21st century, Cara Wynter is a beautiful 

girl dreaming her own death. In a desperate struggle to 

unlock the secrets of her nightmares, she finds herself 

caught in a contest between love--and the will of the 

ancient gods. With the pages of a book to guide her, 

Cara is pulled into a world of mysticism and myth. 

She has thirteen days to remember, understand and 

break a deadly curse. To do so she must face her worst 

fears--to save a god she has treasured for centuries, 

and a love she cannot live without. 
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WIND-IN-TREES by Arthur Doweyko – Science 

Fiction 
 
Henry Wind-In-Trees is a Lakota Sioux Native American 

cyborg. An asteroid strike and a killer viral outbreak 

decimates most human life, including his wife. At least 

that's what the radio broadcasts said before they ceased. 

Henry, haunted by the ghost of his wife, discovers the 

real reason for the apocalypse, but in no easy way. 

Convinced by her apparition that she may yet be alive, 

and with the help of his robot servant and a troubled alien 

teen, he embarks upon a roller-coaster ride through a 

chaotic world where nothing is as it seems.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUMMERLAND by Julia Fine - Adult Fantasy  
 
Jaded grad student Tristan Fairchild thinks he knows his 

strengths. Caffeine tolerance, mainly. Improvisational 

Powerpoint. But when a coven comes knocking at his 

door, he discovers an unexpected skill: witchcraft.  

 

Tristan's new coven—or "research group," in their 

terms—consists of a handful of fellow grad students 

specializing in everything from Haitian voodoo to 

Enochian summonings. His specialty, they tell him, is 

making dreams come true—literally. It all sounds very 

Disneyish until a rival coven jumps him in a grocery store 

parking lot. Too late, Tristan realizes dreaming is 

dangerous. Too late, he realizes his coven has been 

manipulating him. Now he has to undo the damage he's 

done without falling for any more of his coven members' 

tricks––which would be easier if he weren't already 

falling for Garrett Delaney, the most dangerous and 

manipulative witch of them all. 
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PLAY THE FOOL by Mandy McHugh – Thriller 

Cordelia Tate is a rainmaker, a smart, ambitious woman 

consumed by hatred. After her late father secretly arranges 

for her husband, Edmund Tate, to usurp her appointment as 

CEO, Cordelia is forced into a secondary role at Lear 

Corporation and watches as Edmund drives the company to 

the edge of bankruptcy. In order for Cordelia to save the 

company and the life she has meticulously built, she arrives at 

a simple conclusion: she must kill Edmund.  

When an unexpected scheduling conflict forces the city 

of Kent to move up its annual Harvest Gala—an opulent 

display of wealth reserved only for the upper echelons of 

Kent society—Cordelia decides it’s time to act. However, as 

she prepares for Edmund’s return from the Gala, she learns 

that someone has beaten her to the deed; Edmund’s body is 

discovered brutally murdered and mutilated. Cordelia 

receives her first text from Jack Fool—the person claiming to 

be the killer, who knows her secret and taunts her with the 

sordid details of Edmund’s death. With the help of her 

equally-ambitious sister, Dr. Regan Lear, Cordelia must play 

Jack Fool’s game and figure out his identity before he frames 

her for the murder—or becomes the next target on his list. 
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Non-Fiction 

 

BEYOND REMISSION: Words of Advice for thriving by Melody Lomboy-Lowe, and 

Gracelyn Bateman - Non-fiction health 

 
A collection of photographed survivors from all walks of life that battled all different types of cancer. 

Each page features a survivor photo and quote, and we have highlighted a handful of poignant stories 

of how cancer has shaped the participants with full-page quotes. While our design is simple and 

straightforward, these photographs and quotes pack a punch. This is a quick, yet heavy dose of 

inspiration, neatly packaged in an easy to absorb familiar way. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


